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Abstract  equal to the black body radiation of the surface 
    Using reasonable values of absorption temperature, we have 

 coefficient of water vapour and transmission 
                                                            .d./3,(T) f

unction, a radiation chart which is similar  in  . up(z)-  Bp(  T.)  +Tr f(1,,u)dT (1),                                                  d 

shape but different in principle to Kew chart 
 (T)-f(lvu,,0 was constructed. One of the charcteristics ofD,,(z) Bp 

the chart will be found in its improved treat-  dB,(T)   r.r(1,u)dT (2), 
ment of CO2 absorption, the correction of J T  dT 
which being carried out using an auxiliary where  1.1,,(z),  D,(z) respectively are upward 
diagram. Examples of the computation of and downward fluxes of frequency v  (cm-1) at 
radiative flux using the chart are shown and height z,  T,, respectively temperatures 

 discussed. at the surface, the level z and the top of the 

1. Introduction atmosphere,  B,,(T) the black body flux of 

    Graphical methed of the computation of frequency  1, at temperature T, u the precip-
radiative flux in the atmosphere was originally itable water in the air column which is 

investigated by  MliGGE and  MOLLER  (  1), and measured from the level z downward in equa- 
                                       tion (1) and upward in equation (2), u,,that a radiation chart was constructed by  MOLLER 

basing on the investigation. ELSASSER 2 from the level z to the top of the atmosphere, 

designed another chart which is now widely  1,, the generalized absorption coefficient of 
used in the United States. Recently ROBINSON ELSASSER,  f(1,,u) the transmission function 

(3) has constructed a new type of chart which of a slab given by 
he called Kew chart, and a similar chart with  rf(1,,u)  = 2  CE13(k,u)javeritge (3), 
somewhat reasonable treatment of  CO2  absorp-                                        where  le, is the usual absorption coefficient and 
tion was presented by DEACON  [  4  ]. Among •                                         Ez3(x) is the third exponential  integral ,  i, e., 
these, Kew chart and DEACON's will be most d

t 
convenient in construction. However, they  Ei3(x)e-r€—t3 (4). 
seem to be unsatisfactory in principle, as will • 
be shown later. In this paper, new radiation ELSASSER (2) has obtained the transmission 

chart which is theoretically reasonable and has function for an idealized band of equal and 
similar construction to Kew chart  will beequidistant lines, where k„ is given by 
described.Ssinh               k(v) (5)

,  d cosh - cos s 
2. Transmission Function 

   By solving the equation of radiative 27C2127.ra (6) ,         s =                                            d 
transfer with boundary conditions that down-
ward radiation is zero at the top of the  atmos  - and S is the total intensity of a line, d the 

phere and upward radiation at the surface is distance of neighbouring lines, a the  half-

                                 ,
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     width. According to ELSASSER the trans- Equation (12) was originally derived by 

     mission function  rI of a column is given by ELSASSER. 

 1  
3r 'e_Recently COWLING C 5has calculated  r1Ce-kyttj average4.(s)uds  2n_7,numerically the mean transmission for several 

 .5'L regions in the rotation band of water vapour. 
         = 1 - sinh  ."5i""  e-'Y"D''119  jo(iy)dy  (7  ) , He has shown that ELSASSER's transmission 

                                              function expressed by equation (8) disagrees 
     where  Jo(iy) is BESSEL function of zeroth order                                                with transmission curves,  obtained from 

     with an imaginary argument. For large value                                             FOWIE's C G) and ADEL's C  7) measurements 
     of u, equation (7) takes  following approximate                                               and also from his calculation, for both small       form,  i. e., 

 and large values of  u. The reason for this 
          r! 1- A (Pat                                          (8), discrepancy is to be attributed to the irregula- 

        )                       2 

                                            rity in strength and spacing of the absorption 
    2 Si9    where 4)(x)  -e-'2 dx and 1p =S_lines                                        dlines in the water vapour band. For  large 

              7rvalues of u this discrepancy is fatal to 

     generalized absorption coefficient of ELSASSER.  ELSASSER's transmission function. However, 

     Introducing (7) in (3), we have for small values of u , it is well known that 

 dtsiaequation (8) is only a bad approximation to  Tv=  1-2 sinh Q — "«',e-Y‘j Jo(iy)dy 
t30ELSASSER's transmission function which is 

 (9), rightly expressed by equation (7), so that 
     Integrating by parts, we have COWLING's comparison does not necessarily 

              sw mean true criticism on ELSASSER's formula  Ti' 1-sinh  Cd  Sinh  0  e-Y  c°"'  1 Jo(iy)dy for  small values of u. For extremely small 
                                            values of u, equation (7) becomes as  follows  : 

                  Su \2  -  sin  3 
d sinh Ti' 1 -  Suld (13), 

 1 which means that the absorption is  propor-           x  s„e-Y"'It Jo(iy)dy (10). tional to the product of water path u and the 
                     d 81/11iY4 

                                               mean absorption coefficient, S/d. This circurn-      E
quation (10) is the general formula of  rf for 

                                           stance  will probably be true in the  actual band  E
LSASSER's idealized band. If  3 is small we                                               t

oo. Therefore, we may say that ELSASSER's 
     can put sinh  3 =  3, cosh  i = 1  +2and we trasmission .function expressed by equation (7) 

      have                                               will approximately agree with the true trans- 
                                              mission function for small values of u. On 

 1,,u„Iso 
           1 -sf-CY'''21 Jo(iY)dYthis consideration I have calculated the values 

 o of   Ti of equation (7) by graphical integration 
 p assuming that  t3 =  0.2(i. e., a = 0.1 and d - 3),  (lpu)2r1 -xi+. 

                      e  z JuOY)dy (11). which I think to be appropriate values for the          ,33 
02  r 

                                              rotation band of water vapour at normal      F
or large value of u equation (11) is  trans-

                                              conditions. The values of  r  I shown in table 1      f
ormed to 

                                            which correspond to the values of  1pu/2 smaller  /ot  rf2 l-2(24,14_1)than 0.1 are the result of the computation. 

 ^ 

                                                Now COWLING has also shown that trans-

        - 43(.-1'2112 - 1 - 4)(1/1191(12). mission curves take somewhat different forms  2  1 for  different regionsof the band . However,
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  Table 1. Values of  r  1 and r  f of water vapour So the values of  r  f were calculated from those 
           used in this paper of  r  1 (in table 1) using the relation derived by 

  tyu/2 rrf              -to t/2  r  I  7  r- YAMAMOTO. The obtained values of  rf for 

1 

  the water vapour band are also shown in table 
   0.0001 0.999 0.998 0.06 0.738 0.648 1 and fig. 1. For the sake of comparison 

   0.0003 0.997 0.994 0.1 0.658 0.560 
   0.0006 0.994  0.988 0.3 0.457 0.372 ELSASSER's curve of  r  f which he actually used 

   0.001 0.990  0.9820.60.3300.255 
   0.0030.972 0.95210.2420.180in constructing his radiation chart is also shown 

   0.006 0.948 0.914 3 0.083 0.060 in fig. 1. Apart from the incorrectness of his 
  0.01 0.918 0.876 6 0.032  0.022 

   0.03 0.824 0.752 10 0.010 0 curve for large values of  Lu  /2, it also depart 
  from our curve for small values of  Lu  /2. 

he also considered that it is convenient to use His curve was derived from his equation (12) 

a single transmission curve in atmospheric with some correction for small thickness. 

work to avoid  complication. and for the purpose However, as our  7f-curve is a reasonable  con-

he has chosen the curve XII of fig. 3 of his sequeuce of COWLING's ri-curve or of general 

paper to be the mean transmission curve. His equation (10), it seems that his correction to 
curve XII is now drawn in fig. 1, at the place equation (12) for small thickness is inadequate. 

                                              3. Absorption Coefficient of Water 

                                                    Vapour  1  •--  - CO vl•n5s T, rontb,,rd. w,th equation  (7) 
,                               at modtrate ^alues .f t,..2               // .`   20L        ------Ttobta,t fromaDove-,,, The next step to do is to know the 

                                                                , 

 - ,/ 
 2,-  -.-T.  ^led  by  Elsasser/,' values of  li, for water vapour bands. As 

      .... 

 c,

.-- 

   1, , the transmission function  r  1  (1,,u/2)  is 
1,.. -40  -,already known, the value of  L at  fre-

                                             quency v can easily be determined if 

                                                                                         , 

  fic,-  ,the value of  r  I is measured  for known 
                               / 

                                              values of u and  v. In this context 
z , 

   .:( 

 

1 difficulty rather lies in the selection of 
 1-                                                                            , 

 s°1  7'  /  appropriate experimental results, because 
                                                            i'

' -`''              ,- considerable numbers of experiments 
 i4o  ----------.   were hitherto carried out at different  00001  0.001 T.01  al  i 

                        Lik / 2 
            Fig.  1 Transmission curves lcconditions and subsequently with dis-                                               crepancies in results. For the vibration 

                                              band around  6.3  /L we availed FOWLE's 
where it coincides with ELSASSER's transmis- ,..._                                         1

_v) measurements to determineL. For the 
sion values shown in table 1 at moderate                                         i

ntermediate region 8-13  ft ADEL and  LAMP-
values of  1,,u/2. The curve thus obtained gives 

                                        LAND's (10) measurments were taken as C
OWLING's transmission curve of a column as 

function ofLu /2. The values of r1 in table 1standard. For the part of rotation band 
                                                                                                                    /.1. which correspond to the values of  hag/2 largerbetween 17 and  24RANDALL and  WEBER's                           ( 

than 0.1 are obtained from the curve.(11) measurements at room temperature 
                                       (26.3°C) were taken as standard. Their     Ne xt, it is necessary to obtain the trans- 

mission curve of a  slab,  r  f. It was shownmesurments on steam were not taken into 

by ELSASSER that  r  f  (u) is nearly equal to account, because the value of  halfwidth on 
 7/(1.66 u). Recently, however, more plausible steam will be different from that at ordinary 

relation between  'r  i and  r  f was obtained by conditions. WEXLER (12) had already calculated 

 YAMAMOTO  C  8  J for the water vapour band. the values of  k, from RANDALL and WEBER's
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                       Fig. 2 Generalized absorption coefficient of water vapour 

 g measurements. However, here, we have computed values being generally larger than 
  calculated the average values of  2', from observed values. 

  mean absorption of each 25  cm-1 interval of  Now, absorption coefficient is known to 

 their original data. depend upon pressure. It was recently shown   
• In the far infra-red region of the rotation by COWLING C 5  D that ELSASSER's pressure 

  band, as yet no reliable experimental data are correction which replaces a quantity u of water 

  known, so that the values of  li, calculated by vapour at pressure p by a quantity u  Vp/p, at 
  YAMAMOTO and ONISHI  C13 for T = 3000 K standard pressure  pu is in most cases an under-

  were taken into account. As will be seen in correction and that true correction is often 

  fig. 2, in the range between 17-24  it the theore- nearer to replacing u by  up/ pa. So the latter 

  tical values of YAMAMOTO and ONISHI agree alternative was assumed in the present paper. 

  fairly well with the values obtained from The temperature effects on absorption 

  RANDALL and WEBER's measurements, which coefficient are scarcely known experimentally 

  will to some extent warrant for the utilization and we are only able to infer them theore-

  of the theoretical values in the far infra-red tically. First, according to LORENTZ's theory 
  region until reliable experimental data will be the line-width varies with temperature as pro-

  available. The smoothed curve of generalized portional to  7---10. Second, temperature 

  absorption coefficient at T = 3000 K which changes affect the populations of the different 

  covers entire regions from the 6.3  a band to energy-levels : the high  energy-levels, which 

  the rotation band are thus obtained as shown contribute most to band wing absorption, are 

  in fig. 2. It will be noticed that in the vibra- but scanty occupied at low temperatures. A 

  tion band the agreement between computed decrease in temperature therefore leads to an 

  and observed values are not so good, as was increase in absorption near a band centre but 

  pointed out by GOODY and ROBINSON  C14); makes the absorption cut-off at the wings of
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    the band sharper. ELSASSER (2)  and COWLING Now we put 
 (  5  D have discussed the  temperature effects on  r dB/7,-) dB(T)  

,tu(T)) (17),     absorption. YAMAMOTO and ONISHI (13) have 3(ivy'j7 f(ivu)dli-idT' 

                                                                 0 

     also calculated the values of  lii at following 

                                                          ____Bd(dB,i(T)     three conditions, i. e., at T=  300° K indrelativewheredzi= 4.7T3 (18), 
 dTdT     humiaity of 60 %, T - 260°K and  infinitesimal  •  II 

    vapour pressure and  T- 220°K and infinitesimal  r  
f  (u(T)) is the weighted mean of  r  f(1,u), so 

    vapour pressure. In this calculation the that it is a known function of  u(orT) and free 
     strengths of absorption lines have been cal- from ,,,.                                            tIntroducing (17) into (14) and  (15), 

    culated by the method of KING, HAINER and we have  

, . CROSS  (15), and the absorption line was                           (T)   
    assumed to take the shape proposed by VAN U-B(T)+-- 1" ddBT  7  f{u(T)} dT 

                                                                                                                ` Tz 

    VLECK and WEISSKOPF  (16], and the half- 
                                B(Tr)      width was assumed to depend on air pressureB(T .)  + C r  f(u(T)) dB (19), 

    according to  LORENTZ theory and to depend on  B(T  z) 

    water vapour pressure according to BECKER.'rDB(T)da,(T) 

                                              = 

    and AUTLER's theory  C17). Smoothed curves- ..dTrf(1' 'u'                                                                        )dTc/li 
                                                                                        00 

    of  l, at T =  260° and 220° K shown in fig. 2 
    were obtained from the curve at T  = 3000 K                                             'dB(T)f                                         -7 flu(T)) dT =  B(T.) 

    by supplementing corrections based on YAIVIA-                                              T. dT 
    MOTO and ONISHI's computed values.,13(T) R(T  z)                                              -1 r f{tecc(Tc,)} dB - t- f{u(T)} dB (20).                                              • ' ) 

   4. Construction of New Radiation Chart0 B,T, 
                                        Equations (19) and (20) give idea on our         N

ew  chart is in principle a transformation 
                                           radiation chart, that is, B(T) is taken as 

    of  ELASSER's chart taking different quantities 
                                          abscissa and rf (14(T)) as ordinate in the chart.     as abscissa and ordinate . However it treats 

    water vapour absorption and CO2 absorption The values of  7  f{u(T)} were computed from 
    separately. At first water vapour absorption equation (17) for T  - 300°, 260°, 220° and 
    alone is considered and the treatment of CO2  100°  lir using respective values of  l,, in fig. 2, 

 absorption will be shown in the next section. 
                                                 Table 2 Values of  v{u(T)}     F

rom equations (1) and (2) total upward   
    and downward fluxes U and D are given by Water 

 x path  300' K  260- K  220° K  100° K 
    U = f Uvdli -  S B,(TOdu a (cm) 

                 0 

                                              0.0001  l 0.972 0.972 0.968 0.848 
      -1- r cmdB,(T) 0.00030.946 0.949 0.943 0.749                          rf (Ivu)dTd2i(14),0.0006                                                             0.924 0.928 0.921 . 0.675 

                 (i12_.,.dT                                             0.001 0.904 0.910 0.902 0.615 
                                          0.003 0.848 0.858 0.851 0.482 
                                          0.006 0.808 0.821 0.812 0.403     D  =CAdv-C B,,(T.)du-- BAT))7 f(1,u,-)clv 0.01 0.777 0.790 0.781 0.350 

 

' 0 '  0  0 0
.03 0.698 0.713 0.702 0.260 

                                         0.06 0.643 0.657 0.643 0.198 

 ___  rCTzdB,,(T) 0.1 0.599 0.612 0.597 0.165          j
ujT.dT.r.((ku)dMI)(15), 0.3 0.500 0.510 0.488 0.103                                         0.6 0.432 0.439 0.413 0.074 

                                     1 0.379 0.384 0.356 0.056  where
3  0.258 0.259 0.234 0.027 

                              v 

            B(T)dP- B(T)=o-T4 (16), 6 0.187  0.188 0.168 0.015 
     0 10 0.140 0.140 0.121 0.010 
    being STEFAN's  constant.30 0.059 0.059 0.049 0.003 c
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for the case of  100° K the values of  4, at T  —r.drftlyu(T))  
 220° K being used. The results of the corn-3 dt,(T)                                                     dT.du  does not vanish. So 

                                                            0 putation are listed in table 2 and the radiation that upward flux of equation (14), for instance, 
chart is constructed from these data as shown will be given by 

in fig. 3, in which isotherms, T  —  const. and • 
1I(To) curvs of constant water path, u=const. areU=B(T+ •C(1—Efrcu(T)11 dB 

drawn as auxiliary lines. 13,n) 

   Upward flux U of equation (19) is then44,u(T)1  —  1 111(T) 
 dT dTdu (23). given by areas (1)  + (2)  + (3)  + (4) as shown 0 Tx 

schematically in fig. 4, and downward flux 
                                    The last term of equation (23) is neglected by D of equation (20) is                                         R

OBINSON and DEACON. But there is no 
given by area (1) and 
net flux  U  —D is given (1) reason to neglect this term. Transforming 

                                        variablefrom T tou,we have b
y area  (2)+  (3)±  (4). 

   We shall now give dr if4,u(T)1dr ftli,u(T) 1                                    '  dT— du <0 (24), 
            dTdu a remark on Kew and 

DEACON's chart. They (2) (3i (4 1 because  rf is a decreasing function of u. Thus 
are similar to our chart,   it will be said that their charts are at least 
but essential difference  T.  T:  T, principally in error, and that from equations 
is that they use emis-Fig.4(23) and (24), as far as they used correct value                        Graphical comput 
sivity ef or 1 — efas the radiativeflux ofation ofof emissivity, the values of U calculated by 

                             vapouralone ordinate instead f.t.inwater vaptheir charts are somewhat underestimated, and 
our chart. From the definition of emissivity those of D overestimated. In order to  illus-
of a slab which is given by trate the difference between  I—  s  f and  TI, we 

                                        computed the values of  1—Ef which correspond 
 e  f  {u(T)} = 1 —  ,r  Bp(T)r  f(1,u)  du  1  B(T) (21), to  T  — 293° K and they were compared with 

 0 

                                       the values of  T., at 300° K as shown in fig. 5. 

we see that  1—Ef{u(T) } is the weighted mean 
 F  •0  

value of  r  f with  B,,(T) as the weight function,  f, 
while in the case of  r  f  tu(T)} the weight  w 20_ 

                                                            4 function is dBy(T)IdT . So that the values ofl'-/                                                              AA I —  of and  ff have some difference. ROBINSON  40  - 

and DEACON further assumed that  ef is inde-

pendent of temperature. Even with this  60- \Pr assumption 1 —  Of can not be considered to be,/. - equal to  ff.  80,-
.111111    Differetiating equation (21) with T we have 

 Sr dB,,(T)  rf u,u)d,4_Biimeh-J(,u),„^1111111•  du0.0001 0.001 0.01 0.1 1 10 

 a  0 
 dTdTu.(crro .1 

                                                 Fig. 5 'L'i. at  300°  K and  (1—ef) at 293° K 
   dB {1 ei[u(T)}} B(T)dEftu(T))                                 (22).  —dTdT

Although minor difference will be caused due 

If we assume as ROBINSON and DEACON did to the differently assumed temperatures on 

that  Of is independent of temperature, then the each computation, the difference of the values 

 last term of (22) vanishes. But evidently shown in fig. 5  will  mainly be essential one
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due to the difference of the weight functions band and correspondingly small absorption of 

on both cases. The order of error which will 14 - 16 p for large path  lengths. However, 

enter into the computation of U or D by using atpresent, we can obtain no more experi- 
1 —  of instead offf as ordinate of thechart, mental or theoretical absorption curves which 

will be presumed from fig. 5 to be about 4  -- 5 will cover entire  CO2 bands in the far infra-red 

per cent of the black body flux of the  level. than those compiled by CALLENDAR. So in 
Actually, however, according to  ROBINSON, this paper, transmission values which are listed 

the values of the downward flux at the surface in table 1 of CALLENDAR's paper are used. 

computed from Kew chart agree very well with These are reproduced in fig. 6. 

his obserations. The reason is not evident, Next, in the computation of atmospheric 
but at least it will be said that the values of  of absorption, the transmission of a slab is neces-

used by ROBINSON are different from ours and  sarY. In this context, to avoid laborous 

CO2 corrections of him also differ from ours.treatment, we assumed that the transimission 
                                     of a slab of thickness u is equivalent to that 

5. Correction of  CO,,  Absorption of a column of  length 1.5 u. The transmission 

    ELSASSER and ROBINSON assumed in their curves of a slab thus obtained are also shown 

charts that  CO2 absorption is complete for thein fig.6. The unit of  CO2 thickness has been                                       t
aken as one cm of CO2 column at normal 

rangefrom 584 to 725 cm-1  (17.1  - 13.3 p) 
                                           pressure and temperature. 

regardless of the quantities of water vapour                                            It is further assu med that the resultant 
and carbon dioxide. DEACON made some                                       transmissoin of a slab containing both water 
improvement in this context but his treatment is vapour and carbon  dioxide is given by the 

not satisfactory.  Essentially the absorption of product of individual transmissions. Then the 

mixed gases will not be expressed reasonably correction due to carbon dioxide on  TAJO of 

in a single chart. So I have tried to make CO2 water vapour alone will be given by 
correction using another diagram. dBv(T)  {r f(1,u)—rKivu)  • ri(uc02)} 

                                                        0 

   Empirical formula for the transmissiondT 
function of far infra-red CO2 band was pro- dB(T) A ,                                                            rfk,.ze,  uc02) (25), posed by CALLENDAR (18). Recently KAPLAN  W dT 

(19) has shown that for  14-  0 
16 P the theoretical calcula-
tion 1•00/""'   of absorption agrees 
with observed results of  z  20- 
MARTIN and BARKER (20) 

and of RUBENS and LADEN- o_        (AEA BURG (21). It is regretted4 

         AIN that his calculation covers 

only the range 14 - 16  p.  z  g  
In his paper KAPLAN points 

                                            -)er 
out that RUBENS and LA- 

DENBURG's experiment was60 

carried out with apparatus 

of  poor resolution which 

 

I  _  
                                                        0 0.0I 

would result apparently too100  1000 

much high values of  absorp-                                      Fi
g. 6 Transmission curves of carbon dioxide ti

on  at the extremities of the



                                                                                            • 
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. where  rf(uco2) is the transmission of CO2,  U002 pof2-0.276 x 10-',z
UCO 2=n edz 

    is the thickness of  CO2 and  A rKu,  uco.) is thel'N.P.T30 

     amount of  CO2 correction which must be                                                            32 -0,276 x 10-3z
) (26),     subtracted from  r  

f(u) in the radiation chart.----0276-(1 - e 

    The values of  A  r  Ku,  ucw)  (fig. 7) are  corn-                                            where  PI1 is the density of  CO, at the surface, 
    puted using PLANCK's energy curve and   PN.P.T is that at normal pressure and tempera-

    absorption coefficient of water vapour at 300°K                                            ture , z is the height in  cm, the  variation of 
    and CALLENDAR's absorption curves which                                            pressure with height being assumed to be 

     correspond to room temperatures. The tern-  p ...--_  po  e-0.138 x  10-5z. Values of  u4-102 for several 

     perature dependence of  A  7  KU,  UCO2) was  neg-    heights are shown in  table 3. 
 lected. However, at extremely low tempera-                                                               Table 3 

     tures PLANCK's energy curve shifts to far                                                        The reduced path of CO2 in the air column 
  infra-red, which will cause decrease of CO2   

     absorption. To compensate this effect constant- Height(km) ucol (cm)  Height(km) uco2 (cm) 

     A  r  f(u,  Uec12) curves, which coincide with con- 01                              06.0 93.8 

    stant-ff lines in the radiation chart of fig. 3 0.1 3.2 7.0 99.2                                  0.2 6.2 8
9.00 103.3   at moderate tempera- 0.5 15.0106.4   tures, are curved downIII                                            1.5 28.039.3 110.01.0 11108.7                                                                                                  0.5 

   below T = 160° K as  ii) 2.0 49.2  12.0 111.7                                2.5 57.8 13.0 112.8 
   shown in fig. 3.  CO2 ' 3.0 65.3 14.0 113.5 
                                 3.5 71.8 ' 15.0 1142 
   correction is, thus, to 4.0 77.5 1 16.0 114.6 
  be plotted on the 4.5 82.5  I 20.0 115.5 
   lower part of the ra- (2 r3) r4)5.0 86.8  co 116.0 
     diation chart. Fig. 8  i,  (5)  I  (6) ABM 

   shows the schematicT,  T.                     - 6.  Emissivity of Water Vapour 

          

'-.. 

     view of the radiation Fig. 8  '  ',;:o far we have described on the construe-                              G
raphicalcomputation 
     chart in which bothoftheradiativefkxtion of our chart. Now we must check the 

     u  - T relation and with  CO2  correction validity of the chart. Using the values of  1, 

     CO2 correction are drawn. Upward radiation and  71 already described we can compute the 

     at the level z is then given by areas  (1)+  (2)  + emissivity of a column of water vapour,  EZ, 

    (3)  + (4)  + (5)  + (6), downward radiation by which is defined by 
     areas (1)  + (5)  -I- (6) and net flux by areas 

    (2)  ± (3) + (4).'B,(T)71(lat)di,                                  E Ku,T) -1 -L    ' (27). 
       In the atmosphere the variations of CO2  o T4 

     content with place and season are rather  small. This computation will be useful as an indirect 

     So it will not be  superflous to show the mean check on the validities of the values of  Tr and 

     vertical distribution of CO2 in the atmosphere.  lv, because the  emissivity. of  water vapour was 

     The volume per cent of CO2 in the atmosphere measured by FALKENBERG (22), ELSASSER 

     is assumed to be constant throughout the air  (23). Therefore the compution of the emis-

     column, and its surface  value to be 0.00032 sivity at 20° C was carried out using the values 

     or the partial pressure of  CO, at the surface of  1, at  300°  K and the result was drawn in 
     to be 0.32 mb. Then the reduced path of  CO, fig. 9, which was originally compiled by 

     from the surface to any height is  approxi- ELSASSER except our curve. It will be seen 

 rnately given by that our computed curve is in good agreement
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 60  • values of u for which absorption in 

       C  orrIP  ate  ̀ 1-  sthe relatively transparent range 8-13 p 
   — El sasserr 

 so -   Yamamoto ,. is important.  Absorption in this range 

 Observed  ...  , does not appear to vary with u in 

 '  

•  Brooks the way illustrated by table 1 (of his 
    40_a  El  sass  e  r  

 - Ei k ken berg•  • paper). Its run at  atmospheric , 

                  , 

                      , pressure can be estimated from 
                                                                                    ,,,  3o  -  , „ ADEL's  ( 7  ) diagrams." 

 ...- 
 ,-a   ui-                   /• Now I also used absorption coef-   20 -   ,"  ^ ficient of the range 9 - 13 P deter- 

 /                                      
...r..sy0.,-- 

          'minedfrom ADEL and LAMPLAND's 
         „!.°   

I o - ..-4 .1r - measurements. Certainly as COW-
           .....00:...:                                                LING says,  ADEL's experimented  ab-

    or '''-g'f i 1 I ^ I ,  sorption curves for the range differ  0.0001  0.001 CO r  0.1 
 Lt.  (crn) from  COWLING's mean  curve  : they 

         Fig. 9 Emissivity of column of water 
vary with u more steeply than  COW  -

                  vapour without  CO2 
 LING'S curve, but not so steep as the 

with observed values for small and moderat exponential law of absorption demands. So 

values of  u. that I cannot understand why there happened 

    For large values of u there are no direct to be such a large discrepancy between COW-

measurements of emissivity in the laboratory.  LING's curve and ours for large values of u. 

However, F. A. BROOKS (24) and  ROBINSON As far as I can understand, his curve should 

 (  3  ) have obtained the  emissivity curves from have been slightly higher than or nearly same 

observations of downward radiation in the as our curve. 
atmosphere, which necessarily correspond to a In fig. 10 is also shown ROBINSON's 

mixture of water vapour and carbon dioxide. curve which he claimes to be the curve for 

Recently COWLING  ( 5) has also computed the emissivity of water vapour alone obtained from 
emissivity at 286° K at pressure of one, a half, observations . However it must be recalled that 
and a quarter atmosphere.  100  
COWLING'S curve at one 

                                         --Yamamoto 
atmospheric pressure is ---Robinson.  id  therefore comparable  with8 0- - ----- Co  w I i n.  9 4 

 ours  as  was  shown  in  fig.  10. 

It is to be seen that when u   60  -  ,.-- 
is smaller than nearly 0.1 cm -.-;--'/- 

                                                                                                                                                                              .....-* his curve and ours nearly  tz 

coincide, but when u  incre  -  40  - 

ases beyond the value there 

arise considerable discre-   ,  . 
 20- 

policies between  his curve 

and ours. „--- 
                                                                                                       __„---- 

   On his calculation, he a  -7---F  
 ao  o  1  0  OG  1  001 0.1 1  i0  100 

writes : "The values are  u.  ( c  rrL) 

somewhat uncertain for large Fig. 10 Emissivity of  column of water vapour without CO2
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he reduced 18.5  % as CO2 absorption from his  up means the reduced path with our pressure 
observed values. This procedure will neces- correction and  tivyi-, that with ELSASSER's 

sarily mean considerable underestimation of pressure correction. 
absorption of water vapour when the quantity Now we computed the emissivity of a slab 

water vapour is large, because absorption of water vapour with 116 cm of CO2 which is 
 coefficient of water  vapour at infra-red CO2 assumed to exist in the  vertical air column. 

band is not so small. For example at 15  du The computation was carried out at 20°C using 
the value of 1, is 0.44 (T  — 300° K),  :so that the values of  1, at 300°K for the range of u 

 14 = 6.6 for u 30 and corresponding larger than 0.3 cm which ROBINSON's measur-
absorption of water vapour amounts to nearly ments cover. The comparisons are shown in 

68 %. Thus it will not be reasonable to fig. 11, which shows that the computed curve is 

compare his curve with ours.  to   
    To check our calculation 

with ROBINSON's observation 
it is rather reasonable to90 
take his emissivity curve of 
water vapour with CO2 as  g  o  — 
the object of comparison.  kA-7' 
His orignal observations were 
carried out at several zenith  70  — .4442  ____  Yamamoto 

 

-  Rob.  mSon  ( 1947) 
angles which corresponds to  .•  (  19  50) 
different CO2  Contents. So  60  

that it is more reasonable o.  10  140 

to take his emissivity values u( cm) 

of atmospheric slab which Fig. 11  Enaissivity of slab of water vapour with CO2 

are shown in table 4 of his first report (1947) slightly higher than observed curves . However, 
or in table 3 of his second report (1950) as the difference is so small that we may say that 

the objects of comparison, because in atmos- the computed emissivity is nearly in agreement 

pheric slab CO2 content is constant, i. e., equal with  ROBINSON's observations. If we dare 
to that contained in vertical air column. Fur- seek for the reason of the slight discrepancy, 
ther in comparison it must be noticed that in assuming ROBINSON's derivation of the emis-

computing the reduced path he  assumed sivity of a slab from his observations on 

ELSASSER's pressure correction, which will oblique air columns to be correct , (although 
give rise to some overestimation of path. The there will be some questionable points on the 
degree of this overestimation can be known if derivation) , in my opinion 'CO2 absorption 
we compute the reduced path of our meaning compiled by  CALLENDAR seems to be slightly 

and that of ELSASSER's for  several known                                         overestimated . In  RUBENS and  LADENBURG's 
distributions of humidity and pressure in the                                        experiment which was availed by CALLENDAR, 
air column. This computations were carried 

                                        the overestimation of absorption at the ex- 
out on model distributions given by LONDON 

(25) as average  values for  0°  — 10°, 20°  —30 ,tremities of the band will probably exceed 
30°  —40°, 40°  —  50°, 50° —60° latitude belts in the underestimation of absorption at 14 - 16  lz 

the northern hemisphere during March. (See for large path lengths, because absorption is 

appendix). As the result of computations we nearly complete at the band ceutre for large 

can roughly estimate that  up= 0,9  uvrc, where path  lengths,
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. , 

7. Downward Radiation at the Surface putation of downward flux at the surface are 

    Observations of doward radiation at the                                          shown in table 4, in which LONDON's computa- 

surface also give useful means ofchecking thetions using ELSASSR chart are also shown for 
                                                 c validity of the chart. On this occasion wecomparison. It will be seen from the table 

need to know the distributions with height, ofthat the computed values by ELSASSER chart 

temperature, pressure and humidity, during theare  larger than those by our chart.  Already 

observations to be able to know the reducedROBINSON has pointed out that the ELSASSER 

water path. Many classical observations ofchart gives  results  too high by 6 to 14 per 
                                               c downward radiation are devoid of these dataent compared with his observations when the 

                               w Recent observations of ROBINSON are importantwater path is  small, but that it gives nearly 

ones which were carried out at known watercorrect  values when the path length increeses. 

paths, however it is regretted that in hisIn table 4 are shown the percentage excess of 
                                       computed by ELSASSER chart over that by our 

ditions are lacking, so that we cannot at papers sufficient description on air column con-                                           chart. The tendency for the excess to  decr-ase 
                              w present carry out computations of dow

nwardwith increasing path length is parallel to 

radiation comparable with his observations.ROBINSON's description. From this fact we 
                                             c Hence the co

mputations of downward radiationcan expect, to some extent, the agreement of 
                             • our computations with ROBINSON's observa -

were carried out on the model distributions of        ti
ons. • LO

NDON already referred to. The distribution 
                                   I of CO

2 in the air column was assumed to be In the table are also shown  separately the 

in accordance with table 2,and the computa-                                         contribution of water vapour alone and the 
                                       additional contribution of carbon dioxide. With tions were restricted on clear skies

. The 

reduced water path,  Au, between any twoincrease of water path the former increases 

successive levels, 21 and z2, is given byand the  latter decreases, as will be expected. 
                                            The downward radiation-water path  rela-

A u  —  P fzpwdz  =q ---—Ap (28),  tionship shown in the table is most favourably 
 P° zigPO 

                                       expressed by  logarithmic law proposed by 

where  p , q are the average pressure and ELSASSER C  2  ), 
specifie humidity in the layer,  P., the density  D  

                                                          -,-. — a  + blogiou, 
of water vapour, g the acceleration of gravity. a/ - 

By summing up the values of  Au from the where a = 0.732 , b  — 0.165 for results by our 
reference level upward or downward, we can chart and a  = 0.775, b  — 0.117 for those by 

obtain the values of u. The results of  corn- ELSASSER chart . 
 • T

able 4 Average downward radiation at the surface for March , northern hemisphere, clear skies. 

 u (cm)  To Dl6To4DH2o/a T
o4Dco2; 

                                                ,c72,:: D  f  /GT: D D  
 D°                                                                  (tr) 

— 

- 

 0  -  10'  N  3.87  300.9  0.820  0.779  0.041  0.839  2.3  20  
-  30°  N  .  2.33  295.5  0.788  0.733  0.055  0.818  3.8   30  
-  40° N 1.40 286.2 0.757 0.687 0.070 0.790 4.25   40 
-  50° N 0.95 277.2 0.726 0.647 0.079 0.774 6.6   50 - 60' N 0.51 268.2 0.683 0.589 0.094 0.744 8.9   60 
-  70° N 025 258 .9 0.631 0.521 0.110 0.701 11 .1 

         D = downward radiation computed by  YAMAMOTO 

 DI120 = contribution of water vapour 

 Dco,  .--.  additional contribution of CO2 

 D* = downward radiation computed by LONDON
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      Fig.  12  Net infra-red flux in the troposphere for March, northern  hemisphere, clear  skies
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    8. Computations of Net Infra-red Flux in the cooling computed by LONDON and by the 

    Troposphere author are nearly similar. 

         Computations of net flux were also carried  o -10 20-30 30-40  40-40 50-60  6o-7o 

    out on several cases of LONDON's model 
 15- 
    atmospheres assuming clear skies. The results - 

    are shown in fig. 12, in which LONDON's - 

    computations using ELSASSER chart are also 

    shown for comparison. It will be seen that  10  -1 
    the values of net flux computed by our chart --                                                  E 

    are larger than those computed by ELSASSER 

    chart at every  levels of every latitute belts.  z  _ 
    And the difference of values at given level 5 -  1  1111    increases with height. These differences willI •  1 

   mainly be due to differently assumed CO2 I 

   correction and pressure correction on each - 1 

                                                   0 

    computation. It is disired that observations at-z -I-2-2-1 0 -2-I0 -2-j10 -22i1  0 
    higher levels will decide which of the two  COOL]  NQ  PE R  DAY 

   computations is nearer to truth.--- Yamamoto  Lomelott. 
       Next, the rate of cooling of the tropos- Fig. 13 

    phere by  infra-red radiation was computed by Average infra-red cooling in the troposphere 
    the method described in LONDON's paper,  i, e., for March, northern hemisphere, clear  skies. 

          dT --- 5.9 x 103OF,9. Acknowledgement            dt                                              The author expresses his tha nks for the 
    where the rate of cooling dT/dt is in unit of financial aid given by the Scientific Research 

    degrees centigrade per day,  AF is the infra- Expenditure of Educational Department. He 
    red flux difference in cal.  cm-2.  min-4. for a also thanks heartily to Miss T.  NISHIMATSU 

    change in pressure Ap, in mb. The results are and Miss S. SUZUKI for their helps on 

    shown in fig.  13. Vertical distributions of numerical computations. 
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                                 Appendix 

    The distributions, compiled by LONDON, temperature, in deg. cent., relative humidity 
of pressure, temperature, relative humidity and in per cent, specific humidity in g/kg and 

shecific humidity in the northern hemisphere reduced path  in' cm. In the last row of the 

during March, were frequently used in our table are shown aveage values in the lower 

investigation, so that they were reproduced stratosphere. The distributions for 10°-20°N 

here with the distribution of reduced water were not used in our investigation, because 

path computed from them. In the table they resemble to those for  0° - 10° N and 
heights are given in km, pressure in mb, 20°-30°N. 

 0  -10*  N  i  20  -  30°  N 

Level p T  f qLevel                u II 1 p T f  il  u 
 0 1011 27.7 82 18.76 0 0 1017 22.3 72 11.86 0 

  1.0 902 22.8 68  13.03 1.683 1.0 904 16.5 64 8.25 1.10  .   1
.5 858 20.6 63  . 11.09 2.153 2.0 792 10.3 54 5.32 1.75 

 1.8 830 19.2 60 10.00 2.422 2.6 742 7.2 48 4.09 1.932 
 2.0 808 182 59 9.50 2.615 3.0 707 4.7 43 3.23 2.0294 

 2.3 780 16.9 57 8.75 2.776 4.0 622 -1.0 37 2.08 2.1810 
 3.0 710 13.3 52 6.96 3.159 5.0 549 -6.7 34 1.34 2.2557 
  4.0 636 7.8 48 4.96 3.479  ,  6.0 486  -12.3 32 0.874 2.2921 
  4.4 604 5.5 46 4.28 3.5772 7.0 427 -19.3 31 0.505 2.3108 
  5.0 562 2.0 44 3.43 3.6677 8.0 373  _26.5 30  0  277 2.3193 

  6.0 495 -3.5 41 2.36 3.7694 ,9.0 323 -33.8 30 0.148  ' 2.3231   7
.0 435 -10.0 39  1.46 3.8216rl 10.0 279  -41.3 31 0.0766 2.3245 

  8.0 385 -16.6 38 0.885 3.8475 10.4  I 262 -43.8 32 0.0630 2.3249 
 9.0 340 -23.2 37 0.518 3.8601  411.0  240 -47.7 34 0.0459 2.3252   9.8 302 -28.5 38 0.351  3.8648  1 12.0 204 -54.1 38 0.0266 2.3255 
 10.0 291 -30.0 38 0.312 3.8657  I 13.0 175 -60.7 45 0.0155 2.3256  11.0 253 -38.6 40 0.148 3.8681 14.0 149 -64.2 54 0.0135 2.3257 
 12.0 217 -47.2 43 0.0679 3.8690 15.0 125 -67.8 70  • 0.0125 2.3257 
 13.0  187  - -55.7 49 0.0309  3.8694 16.0 107 -71.6 90 0.0109 2.3257 
 14.0 156 -62.3 58 0.0180 3.8695 

                                 above 16 62.5 -60.0 90   2,3258 
 15.0 131 -69.0 70 0.0100 3.8696  . 

 16.0 112 -75.5 90 0.0054 3.8696 

above 16 65 -65  . 90 3.8697  i.



                ON A  RADIATION CHART  23 

 30  -  40°  N  40  -  50°  N 

  Level p T f q u Level p T f q u 

    0  ' 1018 13.0 71 6.50 0 0 1017 4.0 75 3.73 0 
     1.0 903 9.0 60 4.75 0.627 1.0 899 1.0 70 3.18 0.394 
     1.8 830 5.4 54 3.63 0.894 1.3 875 0.0 68 2.95 0.460 
     2.0 810 4.4 52 3.34 0.9516  1 2.0 790 -3.0 65 2.44 0.6525 

     2.3 780 2.9 51 3.06 1.0284 2.3 760 -4.2 64 2.26 0.7075 

     2.8 727 0.2 49 2.60 1.1421 3.0 692 -7.7 61 1.76 0.8075      3
.0 701 -1.0 48 2.40 1.1889 4.0 610 -14.0 58 1.08 0.8839 

     4.0 629 -6.3 45 1.61 1.2866 4.7 558 -19.0 57 0.730 0.9116 
      4.7 578 -10.4 43 1.17 1.3297 5.0 535 -21.0 56 0.616 0.9197 
      5.0 555 -12.4 43 1.02 1.3441  ' 6.0 468 -28.0 54 0.338 0.9358 

      5.4 526 -15.0 42 0.832 1.3587  I 7.0 402 -35.0 52 0.181 0.9433 
      6.0 481 -19.2 42 0.613 1.3753  I 8.0 343 -41.8 52 0.0983 0.9464 
      7.0 415 -27.0 41 0.321 1.3892 I 8.7 308 -46.5 58 0.0702 0.9474 
      8.0 357  -34,8 42 0.168 1.3947 9.0 301 -47.5 60 0.0660 0.9475 
      9.0 307 -42.2 44 0.0893 1.3969  1 10.0 260 -53.7 72 0.0430 0.9482 

     10.0 270 -48.3 48 0.0532 1.3977 11.0  218 -55.0 90 0.0542 0.9486 
      11.0 226 -52.8 55 0.0424 1.3982 

     12.0 193 -56.8 66 0.0340 1.3985  'above 11 82.5 -50 90 0.9496 
      13.0 168 -60.0 90 0.0366 1.3986 

  above 13 70  -55.0, 90 1.3991  I  
 I^••=1111=11•••••^•^••••^•1 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 • 

 50  -  60°  N  60  -  70°  N 

   Level p  • T f q u  1 Level  ! p T f q u 
    0 1015 -5.0 81 2.00 0 0 1015 -14.3 82 0.894 0 

     1.0 899 -7.5 75 1.70 0.207 1.0 895 -17.0 78 0.753  0.095. 
      1.2 889 -8.0 74 1.61 0.2220 1.6 822 -18.7 75 0.670 0.1399 

     1.7 850 -9.7 71 1.40 0.2736 2.0 775 -20.0 73 0.610  0.1641 
     2.0 795 -10.8 70 1.34 0.3358 3.0 677 -23.3 69 0.480 0.2031 

 2.2 770 -11.6 69 1.26 0.3614 3.6  600  -26.7 66  0.368 0.2241 
      3.0 683 -15.3 65 0.962  0-4322 4.0 581 -29.0 65 0.296 0.2279 
      3.6 632 -19.0 62 0.701 0.4603 5.0 509 -34.0 62 0.190 0.2375 
      4.0 597 -21.5 61 0.575 0.4741 6.0 448 -38.2 60 0.131 0.2422 
      4.3 570  -23.5 60 0.485 0.4825 7.0 379 -42.0 62  .0.104 0.2456 

      5.0 520 -27.9 59 0.336 0.4938 7.2 360 -42.7 63 0.102 0.2464 
      6.0 455  -33.7 57 0.202 0.5024 8.0 331 -45.5 68 0.0857 0.2473 
      7.0 390 -39.5 57 0.124 0.5069 9.0 285 -48.9 77 0.0739 0.2484 
      7.6 360 -42.5 59 0.0979 0.5084 10.0 245 -52.3 90 0.0662 0.2492 
      8.0 340 -44.5 62 0.0862 0.5090 

                              above 10 83 -45 90 0.2505 
       9.0  . 294 -49.5 73 0.0633 0.5101. 

      10.0  i252 -54.3 90 0.0511 0.5107 

   above 10h84 -50.0 90 0.5118 

• ,- ..._


